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SA Solution Update

1. Recent Issue reported:
   • IMAT report failure (caused by multiple involvement levels assigned to users, updating roles allowed report to function normally) - Resolved

2. Status of application development: myProject Suite Redesign
   • Development planned for completion 2Q2016 with rollout to be scheduled after testing complete. Still on target for planned rollout in mid-2016
   • The feature sets currently available in myProject, Mentor and IMAT will be available in the newly redesigned system which incorporates all 3 (myP, IMAT, Mentor) into one integrated tool. Once complete we will continue to call the new/redesigned tool "myProject" and the names IMAT & Mentor will be retired.
   • September began user feedback sessions. Pete Anslow, David Law, Adrian Stephens, Geoff Thompson
   • SA Staff Team met with IEEE-802 members to document additional IMAT needs and codify IMAT requirements

3. SA Solutions Group Support
   • Regular meetings to continue with Jon Rosdahl as primary contact with SA Solutions Team. Please continue to provide feedback through Jon.
IEEE802 Nov Plenary - Event

- Nov. Plenary myProject Suite user feedback sessions
- myProject redesign effort is well underway and the IEEE-SA Team would like the IEEE802 officers/leaders to get a glimpse into the new system and provide feedback to help us improve the user experience.
- There are 2 sessions held at lunch time (lunch will be provided)
  - 12:00 – 1:00 Tues (structured demo for 802 Wired – by appointment)
  - 12:30-1:30 Wed (structured demo for 802 Wireless – by appointment)
- 12:00-1:30 Thurs (walk-in session and open Q&A session)
  - Walk-ins welcome for Q&A and demo
- See Christina Boyce or Greg Marchini for more information on myProject
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